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The Goals of the
National Industrial Scale Association

romote a better understanding of the importance and scope of the scale
industry by the public, thus furthering the welfare of those engaged in
weights and measures activities

ncourage proper observance of requirements and regulations pertaining to the operation, business and practices of industrial weighing.
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ork for cooperation and understanding between the scale industry
and the regulatory community.

rovide a forum for the exchange of information on the technology and
application of industrial scales.
oordinate and implement lawful collective action for the improvement
of industrial weighing to the mutual benefit of industry, users, the
regulatory community, manufacturers of weighing equipment and the
general public.
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Officers
Bill Ripka
President

Bill Ripka began his career with an AS degree in industrial electronics from the St. Paul, MN Technical College. He began
work with “Ramsey Engineering” in 1975 as a test / QA technician. From ‘77 to ‘79 he worked with Magnetic Peripherals, a
division of Control Data as a system test and repair technician. Returning to Ramsey in 1979 as a field service technician he
provided installation, maintenance and calibration assistance to many belt conveyor scale customers. As “Ramsey” grew
into part of Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bill transfered from service to production, quality, documentation and engineering,
where he spent 20+ years processing sales inquiries and orders for best application and performance. In 2005 Bill returned
to the service side of the business assuming the position of manager of the North America service team, a position he
currently continues to hold. As a member of NCWM he is a chair of the National Type Evaluation Technical Committee
for belt conveyor scales. Bill is a 15+ year member of NISA and AAR committee 34, member of NW&SA, and has attended
developmental meetings with OIML on international standard R-50. In Bill’s spare time he enjoys bowling and maintaining
his koi ponds.

Joe Grell

Joe Grell began his career at Rice Lake
Weighing Systems in 1983. Prior to that
Joe studied music and marketing in the
University of Wisconsin System. Having
been an electronics hobbyist since grade
school, he operated an audio engineering
service up to the time he joined Rice Lake
Bearing. Over the years Joe led the development of the Rice Lake digital
weight indicator product line including the 920i and IQ810, in addition
to many integrated solutions based products. He helped establish the
Rice Lake service school program and continues as an instructor in that
mission today. Joe has served customers in technical, marketing and sales
positions. In 1985, Joe became Director of Sales, and in 1987 became Vice
President of Product Development. Today he serves as Vice President of
Heavy Capacity Products.
Joe is active in local theatre, agri-business development and is the
guitarist with a 17 piece Big Band called “The Dean’s List”. This band is a
volunteer organization, owned by the University of Wisconsin that funds
a music scholarship program. Joe lives in Rice Lake, WI with Nancy, his
wife of 33 years. They have an adult daughter and an extremely energetic
standard poodle.

John Fowler

Secretary/Treasurer
John recently retired after 34 years in the
weighing equipment industry. He started out
with Fairbanks Scales for fifteen years and was
responsible for the sales and product management of heavy capacity scales and systems. He
then spent seventeen years with Mettler Toledo
including five years as European vehicle scale manager. The last two years
were with Rice Lake Weighing Systems. John attended the University of
Kansas where he met his wife of 41 years, Debbie. They have a daughter,
Alison Fowler and a son, Gary and are the proud grandparents of two
great Tennessee kids. John and Debbie reside in Delaware, Ohio.

Program Chair

Robin Shepherdson joined the weighing
industry by Scalar Electronics in 1971, which
morphed into Scale-Tron in 1986. The company started as a manufacturer of concrete
plant automation, swung into weighing systems and back to concrete,
which is the present area of specialization. His long knowledge of load cell
applications brought him into the self-checkout industry in 1999 and an
offshoot company, RL Scales, has been a major supplier since then.
Prior to his weighing career, Robin worked for RCA on the Canadian ISIS
satellite and was lead power supply development engineer at Univac
(now Unisys), mainframe computers. He holds a BSc degree from Bradford,
England, is a member of National Precast Concrete Association and past
member of the Order of Engineers (Quebec), IEE, ISA and ISWM. Remarried
with five shared children and five shared grandchildren, he lives in Montreal and enjoys competitive sailing, skiing, cycling, traveling and photography as well as playing bass occasionally with a local Dixieland band.

Gary Young

Past President
Gary Young began his scale career in
1984 at Ohio Valley Scale in Wheeling,
WV, a company founded in 1967 by his
father Alan Young. He joined his brother
Brad (President) and brother-in-law Mark
Lichwa (Service Manager), both of whom
had already been working in the business
for many years. Gary began in sales and helped develop the Pittsburgh
territory. He is currently Vice-President and serves as Quality and Safety
Manager for the company. He has a degree in economics from American
University and an MBA from Waynesburg University. He serves on the
Association of American Railroads AREMA Committee 34-Scales , which
develops the minimum construction requirements for commercial weighing systems for the U.S. railroads. He has four children. He competes in
triathlons and 5k races, hikes, bikes and camps. He volunteers as a Court
Appointed Special Advocate (CASA) for neglected and abused children.
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Vice President

Robin
Shepherdson

Directors
Norman Brucker
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Norm Brucker started his career
with Fairbanks Scales and then
worked for Great Northern Railway,
the Burlington Northern and, lastly,
the BNSF Railroad. After 33 years
with the railroads, he retired and is
now doing some consulting to stay
busy. He is still a member of the NCWM, AREMA Committee 34 and NISA.

Kevin McFadden
Kevin worked in the weighing
industry for 11 years. As R&D
Group Leader for the Consultative
Products business at METTLER
TOLEDO, he sp ecialized in solutions such as Vehicle Weigh in
Motion (WIM), Rail Coupled in Motion (CIM), and OEM
product development. Prior to this, Kevin worked
in the semiconductor equipment and automotive
manufacturing industries. He holds a Bachelor’s
degree in Engineering from The Ohio State University
and a Master’s in Management of Technology from
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Kevin and his wife
Leslie live in Westerville, Ohio with their 2 daughters.
His hobbies include cycling, hiking, hunting, cooking
and travel.
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Dennis Fox
Dennis Fox has been in the scale
industry for 40 years. His scale
career started as service technician
with Central Illinois Scale Company in 1973. In 1975 he moved to
Alaska and worked there until 1979
as a scale technician for a Toledo
distributor that serviced the entire state. In 1979 he
returned to Central Illinois Scale as service manager,
then as serving as Vice President of Sales and Operations and Quality Manager, becoming co-owner in
1999. He also became an owner and Vice President of
a local Culligan Water distributorship in 2000, providing sales and service of water conditioning equipment and maintaining a bottling facility for producing purified drinking water. His memberships include
ISWM (International Society of Weighing and Measurement), NCWM (National Conference of Weights
and Measures), and IBWA (International Bottled Water
Association. Dennis lives in Danville, IL with Geri, his
wife of 32 years, with whom he has 3 married children
– Ryan, Kyle, Keri – and two grandsons, Ethan and
Hayden. He and Geri spend most of their free time
traveling and exploring the countryside.

David Gogolin
Dave graduated with a Bachelor’s
degree in Electronic Engineering
Technology Science from DeVry
Institute of Technology. He then
ventured in the scale industry as a
Scales Technician for Brechbuhler
Scales, Inc in 1985. Three years later and still finding
scales quite interesting became a Scale Inspector
with Norfolk Southern Corporation. In 2007, was promoted to Superintendent of Scales seeing over the
scale maintenance and testing programs. Currently
a member of the American Railway Engineering and
Maintenance of Way Association (AREMA) Committee
34 – Scales and of the National Conference of Weights
and Measures (NCWM). Dave has been a NISA member since 1992.

Technical Presentations
National Industrial Scale Association
2015 Spring Meeting and Technical Conference
Washington, DC
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Lightning Protection of Load Cell Systems
George Marshall
Power Protection Solutions
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Introduction
The Industrial Scale Industry faces the same surge related issues as most industries across the world. First,
as found in many industries, is the combination of
power and data circuits being used by the equipment
in the field which is necessary to power the equipment and log the data being acquired, two necessary
pieces of the puzzle.
The second challenge, like most other industries
again, is the physical exposure to the equipment. In
most cases, these industrial scales or load cells are
located outdoors, in harsh environments, while the
data logging equipment can be up to several hundred feet away in a closed environmentally controlled
facility. This separation of physical elements and
distance causes issues within itself.
The goal of this presentation is to explain what
transients are, how they are produced, and how, as
described above, to protect the sensitive equipment
from being damaged by installing surge protection
using the correct products and application techniques.

from a lightning strike impulse recorded at an Electrical Service Entrance, Distribution Panel, and Branch
Panel, within a facility. Testing for surge protection
devices by U.L. is based on these parameters.
The rise time of the impulse is 8us or 8 microseconds
and length or duration or the impulse is 20us or 20
microseconds long, this is measured from the 10%
rise point to the 90% rise point in the spike impulse
as well as the 10% duration point and 90% duration
point. There are other tests that can be performed
by U.L. or other testing facilities, testing such as a
10/350us or ring wave, these tests are just adjusting
the height and duration of the transient to make it
last a little longer or for the ring wave test to cause
EMI/RFI interference to test the filtering capabilities of
the suppressor. The 8/20us test is the industry standard.

What is a Transient Voltage Spike?
A transient voltage spike is a very short duration, high
energy impulse, measured in microseconds or millionths of a second. Underwriters Laboratory (U.L.)
categorizes impulses by their severity into three different categories:
Amps

Category “C High” = 20,000 Volts / 10,000
Category “C” = 10,000 Volts / 6,000 Amps
Category “B” = 6,000 Volts / 3,000 Amps

U.L. uses these valuations based on typical impulses
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What causes transient spikes to occur?
The most obvious cause of transient spikes or surges
are cloud to ground lightning strikes. Lightning
strikes are credited for more damaged equipment
than any other cause where in reality lightning
strikes actually make up less than 10% of the damage
caused annually. Lightning gets the bulk of the blame
because it’s so visual, whereas, the real damaging
transients are created from other sources external

and internal which are not so visual and go unrecognized.
Not so obvious causes of external transient spikes are
local construction, utility workers, and vehicle accidents into power poles, extreme weather conditions
such as wind or freezing ice on power lines. Some
causes of internally generated transient spikes are
motors from HVAC units, elevators, pumps, generators copiers, and laser printers, turning on and off
frequently all day, every day.

Degradation is caused by transients not strong
enough to cause a catastrophic failure in one shot like
a direct lightning hit, but just strong enough to cause
enough damage over time to cause a slow death to
your equipment. The damage to equipment by transients to businesses’ and homeowners’ is reportedly
$80 Billion plus dollars annually, worldwide. There is
a good reason why most of the once independently
owned surge suppression manufacturers were purchased by the huge Power Quality and Electrical Corporations over the last several years, companies such
as Schneider, Legrand, Eaton, Thomas and Betts, all
have purchased “smaller” corporations that manufacture surge suppression or related products, because
they see the value in their investment for their future
return.

Why do you need Surge Protection?
Installing surge protection of some type should be
the priority of any Business Owner, Facility Man-

Below is a map, graphed out by N.O.A.A. National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; this map
shows the number of cloud to ground lightning
strikes per year in the US per square mile. As you can
see by the map, Central Florida is the main hot spot
in the country, followed by North Central US. Most
would think the entire South East, Gulf Coast, not the
Chicago, Ohio Valley area?
Lightning Strikes in the U.S.

This map is only showing lightning strikes, it’s not
showing all the other potential ways, mentioned earlier, that a transient can damage your equipment.
There are four (4) basic ways a transient can propagate your electrical or data system and damage your
equipment. All will cause loss of equipment and
downtime which in the end costs money!
1. Direct Coupling - Direct Coupling is where transients are induced directly onto the AC or DC Power,
Data, Signal, or any voltage carrying copper wire and
induced directly into your facility or equipment. Common examples of Direct Coupling would be a lightning strike to power pole, arc flash from transformer
to power line, or a surge from the power company.
2. Inductive Coupling – Inductive Coupling is where
transients are induced onto power, data, or signal
lines from other power lines or metallic objects from
which they are connected to or close to. What this
means is, the transient current is so strong it basically
jumps through the air from one conductor to the
other causing both conductors to be induced. This
is extremely common when network cables are tied
together with power cables or tied to metallic wire

5
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These internally generated spikes are not catastrophic
surges that will fry your equipment in oneshot, but
day after day, month after month, they will slowly
“eat” away at the IC chips inside your computer
boards and other PC related equipment and then on
that “Clear Blue Sky Day” it just fails “for no reason?”
This is what is called “degradation”.

ager, Plant Manager, I.T. Manager, Office Manager,
or anyone who is responsible for equipment and/or
personnel utilizing some type of electrical / electronic
equipment to keep their division or department up
and running smoothly, whether you are in a high
lightning area or not!
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conduit or structures to be used as a support structure. The metal structure becomes charged from the
transient and then the network cable picks up the
charge from the metal structure it’s tied to, passing
it down the line to the equipment it’s plugged into
causing damage.
3. Transient Ground Potential Difference – Transient Ground Potential Differences are caused by
two improperly protected equipment or equipment
connected to two different referenced grounds. In the
situation where the equipment is protected incorrectly, typically the situation is where the end-user
feels the “sensitive” equipment such as the computer
or monitoring device is the device that needs the
protection and protects the AC power only and the
“Non-Sensitive Equipment” in the field which may be
a transmitter, scale, or camera, is not so important so
protection is not installed.
What is not considered in this situation is that the
“Sensitive Equipment” which was protected only on
the AC power is connected to the “Non-Sensitive
Equipment” via a data or signal line and these two or
more pieces of equipment may be referenced to two
or more different grounds, such as cameras on light
poles in a huge parking lot or refinery. If a lightning
strike was to hit the ground on the East side of the
facility at 200,000 Volts by the time it traveled across
a large facility to the West side of the facility that
transient may have dissipated down to 3,000 Volts,
this is where the “Sensitive Equipment” is located and
protected. This is where your damage begins! The
ground potential at the East side of the facility will
RISE to 200,000 Volts, the West Side will RISE to only
3,000 Volts, the data or signal line connected between the “Sensitive Equipment” and “Non-Sensitive
Equipment” now has to balance 17,000 Volts on a line
designed to handle only 10 – 22 volts max. Damage
is imminent! By installing the correct surge protection on both ends, this damage would be eliminated
because the surge protector would balance the difference and shunt the difference to ground on either
end.
4. Voltage Potential Difference – Voltage Potential
Difference is primarily the same as Ground Potential
Difference except for the fact that instead of it occurring between two different ground potentials, it
happens between two different pieces of equipment.
This commonly happens when someone haphazardly
applies surge protection or ups’ without knowledge
of what they are doing. If you install surge protection
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on one computer like a server and not on the other
computers in an office because you feel the server
is the “most important” one, if a surge is to infiltrate
your office, yes your server will be protected, but
since the protection was only on the server only the
server is referenced to ground or 0 Volts, all the other
computer in the office will RISE to the voltage of
infiltrating transient and be damaged. The end result
is, your server is up, but every other computer in the
office has been damaged! This is not a very good
disaster recovery plan.

What are the functions of a Surge Protector?
Surge Protectors have two basic functions, Divert and
Equalize. Their main job is to divert the surge to the
nearest ground or earth, then they equalize the potential between two pieces of equipment to eliminate
the damaging effects of a transient. That’s it.

Surge Protectors are designed to fail, they are supposed to, that’s their job. There is a lot misconception that surge protectors are not supposed to fail
and when they do, “that was a cheap one” and “we
shouldn’t get that model again”, that’s not true! They
shouldn’t fail on a regular basis and if they do:
A. The application is incorrect
B. It could be a cheap product, look at the
warranty and you can tell
C. You may have other issues that need attention,
contact the manufacturer or representative and have
them assess your situation. Most reputable manufacturers have Sales Engineers that can assess your situation and provide you with a recommendation that
will solve your problem.

Summary
Regardless of what industry your business is focused
on, surge protection is a necessity. This is the communication age, everything we do relies on communication, whether it’s wired or wireless, at some
point along the way there is a copper wire that needs
a surge protector so your communication to some
“widget” doesn’t go down, because if it does, all is
lost. Whether that’s your cell phone, tablet, laptop,
signal lines to equipment, traffic signals, cameras,
lasers on conveyers, GPS signals, and so on and so
on, all the way down to the high definition signal for
our televisions all come in on a copper wire at some
point.
And you know how much you hate when your TV
signal is out at home!
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Vehicle/Track Interaction Systems
Abe Meddah
Transportation Technology Center, Inc.

Heavy Axle Load (HAL)-Related Track
Geometry Issues
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•

Certain track geometry defects can produce very
high dynamic loads on freight vehicles equipped
with standard suspensions.
•

Large amplitude car body resonance conditions at critical speeds.

•

Rigid body modes such as pitch and bounce.

•

Increase stress state of the railroad

•

Increase derailment propensity

•

Increase maintenance costs in material and labor.

•

Train delays and car and track out of service,
adversely affecting capacity, velocity and asset
utilization.

•

Top chord buckling of lighter weight cars over
non-staggered track irregularities in revenue
service.

•

Dynamic loads due to running surface discontinuities.
•

Short wavelength track anomalies.

•

Track transitions and special track.

•

Higher dynamic loads that can result in rapid
track degradation under HAL.

•

HTL train - 3 locomotives and 100+ cars (315k),
running daily

•

Track component reliability, wear and fatigue
research under heavy axle loads.

•

Speed about 40 mph.

•

About 1.5 MGT daily.
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•

Unattended track inspection system on a freigh
car.

•

315,000 lb. aluminum-bodied car

•

Self-powered, UDAC-equipped with 20 channels
activated.
•

Measure and assess a variety of dynamic
parameters.

•

Interpret short and long wavelengths.

•

Process data real-time and send out maintenance reports periodically via e-mail.

Instrumented Freight Car (IFC)-Based VTI System

Data Acquisition
System

Heavy Axle Load (HAL)-Related Track
Geometry Issues

IFC was tested on the PTT at various speeds.

Instrumentation details:

•

Twist and roll

•

Pitch and bounce

•

Yaw and sway

•

Carbody acceleration (tri-axial)

•

Top chord stresses

•

•

Axial compression

•

Lateral bending

IFC reponse to PTT track input reflects track deviation
on perturbation zones.

Suspension displacement
•

•

Three perturbation zones were tested:

Vertical and lateral (side frame to bolster)

Bolster loads

W W W . N I S A . O R G

IFC Transducer Examples

Response to Twist and Roll Perturbation
Top Chords

IFC Test on Precision Test Track (PTT)
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Accelerations

Response to Twist and Roll Perturbation
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Top Chords

Truck Suspension
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Accelerations

Truck Suspension

Chipped Railhead on FAST Bypass Track
(sec. 40): IFC vs. Loco Sideframe Vertical Acceleration

IFC Suspension at HTL: Chipped Railhead
on FAST Bypass Track (sec. 40)

Track Alignment
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IFC Inspection at HTL: 1.5 Inch Misalignment Near Switch 405

IFC Exceptions

IFC vs. Loco

11

Rail Break Detected at Moving Point Frog
(HTL)

IFC Revenue Service Exception Example
(Top Chord Buckling)
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The same track locatioin identified twice (three
months apart):

IFC Revenue Service Exception Example

IFC Revenue Service Exception Example
(Verified in Field)
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Technology Drive Train Inspections
Abe Meddah
Transportation Technology Center, Inc.

Freight Car Inspection
Railcars are periodically inspected to ensure safe, efficient and effective railroad operations.

Technology-Driven Train Inspection: KLD
Labs and LynxRail System

•

FRA: Title 49 CFR part 231

•

AAR: Field Manual, Open Top Loading Rules, Manual of Standards and Recommended Practices

W W W . N I S A . O R G

Inspections are mandated by the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) and the Association of American
Railroads (AAR).

Objective
Enhance the quality and efficiency of train safety
inspection through machine vision technology.
End Products
Automated inspection systems that convert high definition images into actionable information.
•

Train car structural components

•

Safety appliances

•

Hardware

Inspection capabilities for all trains at all times under
various weather conditions.
Truck System Nomenclature

13

Machine-Vision Inspection of Truck Details
KLD Truck Component Inspection, active systems.
Axle spacing
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Cracked Bearing Adapter

Missing end cap bolt

Removed Bearing Adapter at Shop

Exception images and data pushed to ftp site automatically in near-real time.

DUOS Vehicle Undercarriage Examiner
(VUE) at FAST

14

FAST Equipment Health Management
System
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Buying Scales on the Internet
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Don Onwiler
National Conference W&M

By now, most people understand that there can be
advantages and pitfalls to buying goods and services
on the internet. When it comes to scales, NCWM has
observed an increase in the number of complaints as
well as the severity of the infractions regarding claims
of NTEP certification in internet advertisements. The
complaints range from no service after the sale to
false NTEP claims and even counterfeit devices.
Most of the complaints we receive are for advertisements by various sellers on eBay and Amazon,
though there are also complaints on website advertisements by manufacturers and dealers. NCWM has
a responsibility to protect the integrity of the trademarked NTEP name and logo so we take complaints
seriously.
Some sellers are just in the business of buying and
selling anything that might turn a profit for them.
They often have no knowledge of the products they
are selling. One such example was a vendor on eBay
advertising a “NTEP and OIML” indicating element.
However, a quick query of the online NTEP database
at www.ncwm.net disclosed that the manufacturer
holds no NTEP certificates. The seller explained that
they buy unclaimed freight of all types and resell it.
They said their source for this indicator told them to
be sure to say “NTEP” and OIML” in the description
because that makes it more valuable. The vendor
expressed sincere apologies and immediately pulled
the item from eBay.
The more serious situations are the sellers who know
exactly what they are doing as they set out to defraud the customer. These types of vendors operate
anonymously by using various aliases, mostly on eBay
and Amazon. NCWM has contacted them and even
threatened legal action, only to have the same products pop up under multiple new vendor accounts.
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These vendor accounts may be multiple aliases for
one seller, or there may be multiple sellers all doing
similar things.
In order to communicate directly with eBay vendors,
it was necessary for NCWM to create an account and
use the system’s messaging service. This would not
be necessary for more reputable vendors who provide their name, phone number and address. We
have contacted vendors requesting the manufacturer,
model and NTEP Certificate of Conformance number
for main elements of advertised weighing systems
and we’ve gotten some interesting responses. In one
instance, the vendor asked why we needed to know
because they have sold thousands of these scales and
they don’t readily supply the information. When we
explained that a buyer needs to verify this information before purchasing a scale, we were told to buy
our scale from someone else.
Counterfeiting is a more difficult problem to identify,
and even harder to control. It is of such a magnitude
that Underwriter’s Laboratories has an entire division
devoted to identifying counterfeit products coming
into the United States. UL provided the following
statement to NCWM in 2014:
“UL has indeed seen an increase in the amount
of not just inquiries from US Customs and Border
Protection over the past decade but more striking
is the percentage of these inquiries that result in
determination of a counterfeited product.
“Up until about a decade ago UL would see mostly
low priced, low tech consumer products being
counterfeited with the UL mark. However over
the past several years we are now seeing more
and more examples of higher expense, greater
complexity and a myriad of product types being

counterfeited, such as products in the audio/video
categories and even medical/dental devices.
“In fact in 2011, the US Customs and Border Protection recorded in their annual report that for
the first time since 2005, footwear was not the top
commodity seized but was instead replaced by
consumer electronics as the number one seized
product type.”
According to UL, the U.S. Customs and Border Patrol
also reports that over 80% of all types of counterfeited products originate in China. However, UL finds
that in the category of counterfeited UL electrical products the percentage coming from China is
greater than 97%.

A few years ago, the owner of a scale service company purchased some NTEP load cells through an
internet vendor. He was familiar with this particular
line of load cells from China and he was happy to find
a supplier on the internet who sold them at a lower
price. However, when he received the shipment he
quickly realized they were counterfeit. They were a
6-wire design rather than the 4-wire design that had
been NTEP certified. Further evidence was in the
marking. It did not resemble the marking that the
China manufacturer uses and, in fact, failed to provide the mandatory information in accordance with
Handbook 44. He reported the situation to NCWM,
but there was no resolution since there was no ability
to trace the load cells to their source in China.
In another example, an inspector notified NCWM
of counterfeit indicating elements being placed in

service. The indicator appeared normal from a front
view, but the marking on the back incorrectly used

This was a good example of initial verification by a
regulatory official. Unfortunately, it remains very
difficult to prosecute without a name and address associated with the seller and no paper trail back to the
manufacturer.
NCWM believes that these are examples of counterfeiting as opposed to a manufacturer failing to
produce to type because the attempts to copy are
not very sophisticated.
Internet sales and international manufacturing cannot be held solely accountable for the problems
described here. In fact, these modern problems only
prove the adage that “the more things change, the
more they stay the same.”
Perhaps the earliest report NCWM received on
counterfeiting came at the NCWM Annual Meeting in
1908. The following remarks by Mr. Reichmann, the
New York State Sealer of Weights and Measures, are
reflected in the 1908 NCWM Report:
“The truth is that when there is no inspection the
dealers, especially the small dealers, are always
looking to get the cheapest thing they can get, and
of course unscrupulous manufacturers are encouraging them. They will take a scale of a certain make
and use it as a pattern to cast something that looks
like a scale. I know that they are selling in New York
a certain type of scale at $9 a dozen. You take any
standard make of scale of this type; you can buy
none of them at that price. And what is the result?
“It is just as I saw illustrated in the City of Rochester
last summer, where they take a casting and merely
dip it into paint. It is just like watered stock. A man
was selling a scale at $1.65, one of the bearings of
which had broken off because the iron had chilled.
The dealer said, “That is all right; it acts just as well
with three bearings as it does with four.” Now, the
innocent buyer could find no difference as far as
the appearance of the scale was concerned; the
buyer does not know anything about it. The average dealer in groceries has no technical knowledge
of scales.”
Once in a while, the certificate holder is to blame.
Last year NCWM received a complaint from a former
employee of a scale manufacturer, claiming that the
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NCWM has a significant customer base of manufacturers in China and there are certainly reputable
companies manufacturing and importing quality
NTEP certified products to the United States. Unfortunately, there are also those who solicit manufacturers to make cheap copies of NTEP certified devices.

the term “Type” instead of “Model”. Also, the NTEP Certificate number was handwritten with a sharpie and
other marking information was missing altogether.

manufacturer was using inferior materials to make a
cheap version of their scale after they achieved NTEP
certification. When confronted, the manufacturer actually admitted to this, saying that they only sell the
cheap version in states that don’t require NTEP certification. NCWM warned that the scale can neither
be marked as the same model, nor carry the NTEP
certification number since it is not in conformance to
type, regardless of where it is being shipped.
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Since most of the issues we encounter are the result
of internet sales, NCWM developed a Consumer Fact
Sheet to assist potential buyers in their decision process. In that publication, the buyer is warned to:
•
Contact a regulatory official to know the
requirements for selection and suitability as well as
any applicable license or fees. Local sales and service
agents know the requirements. Internet vendors do
not.
•

Get the seller’s name, address and phone. Then
verify that the contact information is legitimate.

•

Search the internet for additional information
about the seller.

•

Go the NCWM website or contact NCWM to verify
NTEP certification.

•

Understand that NTEP certification and “Legal for
Trade” are not synonymous. A device is not legal
for trade until the regulatory official has verified
such things as suitability for the intended use,
proper installation, proper performance and any
other state or local requirements.

This Consumer Fact sheet is available at www.ncwm.
net or by contacting us directly at 402-434-4880 or
info@ncwm.net.
We believe the best advice in all of this is to only purchase from a seller that provides a company name,
physical address and phone number that can be verified. Please share our Consumer fact sheet with your
customers to impress upon them the serious risks of
internet shopping for NTEP certified scales.
NCWM recognizes that the vast majority of NTEP
Certificate holders and their dealers are engaged in
fair and equitable business practices and are very
supportive of efforts to provide the level playing field.
Through all of these examples, there is one consistent
theme. NCWM relies on the information we receive
from the industry, consumers and regulators to know
what is happening out there.
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As always, NCWM remains grateful to the scale industry for its participation and support in our mission.

Traceability Assessments
Carol Hockert
NIST
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Metrological Traceability: From Definitions
to Realicy
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Assessing Each Level
Is the measurement result traceable?

Periodic Recalibration
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Batching Control Systems for Concrete
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Robert Xiang Hu
Scale-Tron, Inc.
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This allows the concrete to be poured and the surface
finished with a screed or trowel
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Torque Sensors
Chris Delling and Jack Ballistrea
Interface
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[Chris Delling shown at left]
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Technical Presentations
National Industrial Scale Association
2015 Fall Meeting and Technical Conference, Portland, Oregon
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NTEP-Certified Weigh Belts
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Peter Sirrico
Thayer Scale
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Closed-Loop Control Systems
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Clarence Richard
Clarence Richard Company

There are two basic type control systems; Open Loop
Control and Closed Loop Control .

Open Loop Control

manager. In an open loop control system; A manager
tells his people what to do but does not check to see
if they did it , how well they did it, or demand any
adjustments to make it correct. The open loop control
works very poorly. We demand a certain thing but we
never check to see if we got what we wanted. It’s like
paying the neighborhood boy money to rake your
lawn but you never check up on him to see if he did a
good job much less see if it was done at all.
When there is a mix quality issue, often times the
cause stems from Open Loop type control. Some
plant operators, not by choice, are using old antiquated Open Loop controls and getting dismal results at
best. Knowing the difference allows the operator to
understand why the performance may not be there.
Expecting good results and actually getting good
results are two very different things.

This type control system, sends out an electrical control command based on a set point but doesn’t have
any means (has no signal feedback devices) to verify
that the device being commanded is performing as
expected. Therefore, the device is not being corrected
when it is not performing correctly.
Open Loop Control is the simplest form of control.
Turn a dial and the device changes bin speed or
burner position for example. Open Loop Control may
have monitoring devices such as a tachometer or
thermocouple but the control system has no means
of utilizing the information for the purpose of correction or maintaining control accuracy automatically.
This information can go to an indicator to be monitored and corrected by the operator.
Control systems are much like the job of being a
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For example Open Loop is somewhat like older car
cruise control systems. When set at 60 mph, you go
60 mph on flat land. But your car would speed up
going down hills (gravity) and slow down going up
hills. It was given a control command to go 60 mph
but had no means to verify the results. Then came a
new generation, a true Closed Loop cruise control
system, that incorporates a signal feedback system
which compares the actual miles per hour to the set
point miles per hour and corrects accordingly. This is
why your car engine rpm speeds up and slows down
when in auto cruise.

The Burner Control is set to Automatic and controls
smoothly until the mix temperature probe fails. During a hot stop, the failed thin temperature probe is
replaced with a thick, massive temperature probe.
Since the replacement temperature probe responds
more slowly to temperature changes, the controller is
now hunting for it’s set point by opening and closing
the burner position actuator too slowly .

Closed Loop Control

The closed loop control works in a circle much like
an electrical or hydraulic circuit. Break the circuit
somewhere and it will stop working. The closed loop
control can be made up of a combination of energies that control and do the work. In this instance the
pneumatic movement of air and exhaust gas through
the drum is being signaled pneumatically via air tubing to a mechanical device (the bellows in a photohelic) mechanically attached to a needle breaking
one of 2 light beams (at orange setpoints) energizing
electronic transistors that excite an electro-magnet
that mechanically actuates a switch that allows voltage to be applied to an open or close winding of a
motor positioner that is mechanically linked to an
air damper that slows or hastens the flow of air and
exhaust gases through the dryer.
It takes many things for this to work successfully and
takes only one thing to make it fail.

Typical Closed Loop control systems include the
burner, cold feed, recycled asphalt, liquid and dry
additive, asphalt oil blending, batching, and damper
control systems. Each plays an important roll in total
mix quality. Some processes change quickly (batch
weighing, damper controlled exhaust gas flow,
continuous asphalt flow) and some slowly (baghouse
pulsing affecting exhaust gas flow and asphalt mix
temperature).
Closed Loop Control is a lot different than Open
Loop. It takes more effort and costs more money
to implement but it’s the right way to do it. Control
systems are part of our every day lives. We use them
to measure and compensate employees, to control
the speed of our car, to control the temperature of
our house, and to raise our children. We use them to
improve the quality of our mix, to control our production rates, and to control the temperature of our mix.
A Closed Loop Control system sends out a control
command and receives a feed back signal via a thermocouple, a tachometer, a pressure sensor, a flow
meter, a flow scale, a belt scale etc., and then verifies
whether or not this command signal has produced
the required process result. If a correction is needed,
the closed loop control automatically adjusts the
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This module offers the opportunity to learn the about
the different types of control systems, their benefits
and disadvantages, when they should be used, how
to trouble shoot and fix them and fine tune them.
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control command to the device being controlled such
as variable speed drives, oil valves, silo discharge and
batching gates, burner and damper position motors.

Resolution means the Reference Scale Indicator reads
in increments small enough to determine accuracy.
Using a truck scale with a 20 lb resolution to weigh a
55 gallon drum holding 332 lbs is not going to work if
DOT requires calibrating to a + 1% accuracy.
While we are on this subject, let’s consider the importance of continuously cross checking flow scales
after they have been calibrated. The Material Calibration Process of adjusting the flow scale to a reference
scale. This Material Calibration is weighing a very
small amount compared to the weight normally run
in production. Things can go wrong for many reasons
and they will go wrong which means you will make
bad product at some time. A good operator does not
put all their eggs in one basket. Minimize the bad
product being produced by not trusting 100% the
flow scales and all the other instruments operating
your plant. Cross check instruments often.

The plant computer or the scale integrator has a
Span Number (Calibration Multiplier). The exact Span
Number is determined when calibrating the belt scale
at production rates. If the scale was installed correctly and everything is working right, Scale accuracy
should be within.5% in the production range.
If scale accuracy was checked between 5% to 35% of
the production range, accuracy may be as far off as
25%. Often times, Belt Scales are not checked at these
low ranges that cold feed bins are calibrated at.
The solution to this problem is to do a Material
Calibration in the middle of the Cold Feed Bin Rates.
Most likely the Span Number will have to be changed
significantly. So document the Span Number used for
production rates so that it can be re-entered when
the Cold Feed Calibration is over.
Flow scales require an accurate Reference Scale to
include the required resolution in order to check flow
scale accuracy and calibrate to the required accuracy.
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This slide shows three different situations (A,B,C)
where a three point material calibration was run to
see how accurate the scale was. Each situation was
different and required some analysis to determine
how to fix the problem.
In most instances a 3 point calibration is a 3 point accuracy confirmation with a span adjustment affecting
all three equally.
Unless your computer has more than one flow rate
that a span can be set at, the previous sentence is
true. Multiple spans are used to electronically correct un-linear signals normally caused by consistent
mechanical errors such as improperly aligned weigh
bridges.

Assuming a single span belt scale computer; a 3 point
calibration is conducted keeping in mind a span
change affects each rate in the same proportion as
the span being changed. The computer increases
the flow scale rate reading as the span number is
increased.

that may pose danger while performing the belt
scale alignment procedure.
2. Loosen the scale conveyor belting generously
enough so the belt can be raised above all rollers
in the belt scale area. This area includes -2 to +2
idlers and also the weigh idler.
3. Remove + 1 idlers and weigh idler.
4. Measure all three rollers of each idler to find
center of each roller. Mark center of each roller
with your felt tipped pen. Do this for all five idlers
-2 through +2. Center punch all felt tip marks for
each idler.
5. Square the -2 idler to the conveyors stringer or
truss.

When referring to plus (+) rollers/idlers, it means the
rollers/idlers that are on the head pulley side of the
weighbridge. The minus
(-) would be referring to rollers/idlers that are on the
tail pulley side of the weighbridge. The Idler is the
three rollers and roller support carriage that sits on
the conveyor frame. The Stringer referred to is the
part of the conveyor frame that the ears of the idler
sets on. Troughing idlers should not have the side
rollers mounted at more than 30 degrees from horizontal.

7. Since Step 5 squared the -2 idler to the conveyor
frame and Step 6 squared –2 to +2, can we assume that +2 is square with the conveyor frame?
No . Check to see that the +2 idler is Square to
the stringer or truss (a idler edge being closer to
one stringer edge than the other idler edge to the
other stringer edge). If not square, recheck the
last two steps. If the last two steps were accurate,
the stringer or truss is not straight and square.
Adjust the square rectangle of the +2 idlers to a
happy medium over the stringers.

The objective of the re-alignment process is to better
arrange the mechanical alignment of the belt scale.
The mechanical belt scale consists of the -2 idler, -1
idler, the weigh-idler, +1 idler and +2 idler. The squaring of these idlers to each other and to the conveyor
stringers and mounted all to the same plane makes a
very important contribution to the belt scale accuracy. Without proper alignment between each idler,
acceptable belt scale accuracy cannot be achieved.
Follow the Belt Scale Weigh Bridge Alignment Procedure detailed on this slides notes (steps 1-7) and the
next two slides to perform a re-alignment.

Belt Scale Weigh Bridge Alignment Procedure
1. Lockout and Tagout the scale conveyor motor
and any other conveyor or equipment motors

When adding shingles directly to the Batching Mixer;
the varying batch sizes and shingle proportions
require batch sizes from 180 lbs to 1600 lbs. A conventional belt scale does not work well because of its
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6. Square the +2 idler and the -2 idler to each other
by equal-distance from each other on both sides.
Then check diagonally the distance to insure
square. After these idlers are square, snug the
idler hold down bolts.

placement in the middle of the conveyor.
When a batch was reached the conveyor would be
stopped leaving the belt half full. The weight of the
shingles often times is not consistent from one halffull belt to the next because the material can not be
fed to the conveyor evenly. The flow scale was used to
replace the belt scale already in use.
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More information may be acquired on video when
logging onto www.clarencerichard.com/dischargescale.

the ductwork between the end of the drum and the
point at which the gas temperatures are measured in
the ductwork). Thus, if the mixture discharge temperature is 285°F, the measured exhaust gas temperature should be less than 300°F. This small temperature
differential implies that the drum mixer is operating
efficiently and that minimum fuel per ton is being
burned.
Exhaust gas temperature higher than about 18°F
above the mix temperature indicates that the heat
transfer process inside the drum is not as efficient as
it could be, primarily because of the lack of a uniformly dense veil of aggregate throughout the cross
section of the drum. Temperature differentials of up
to 98°F between the 10

Plant Efficiency
A plant should be operated at the most efficient
production rate, irrespective of demand; it should be
shut down when the silos are full and restarted when
mix is needed once again. There are two methods
of judging the efficiency of operation of a parallelflow drum-mix plant: (1) determining the differential
between the temperature of the mix upon discharge
and that of the exhaust gases at the same point, and
(2) observing the asphalt mixture as it is discharged.

Mix and Stack Temperatures
If perfect heat transfer could take place inside the
drum, the temperature of the mix upon discharge
from the parallel-flow drum-mix plant would be equal
to the temperature of the exhaust gases at the same
point. This equilibrium point would mean that the
heat transfer was in balance and the drum mixer was
running at maximum possible heat transfer efficiency.
Under normal operating conditions, if the veil of aggregate inside the drum is complete, the exhaust gas
temperature measured at the drum exit or before the
gases enter the emission-control system should be
within 18°F of the temperature of the mix (assuming
that no leakage occurs and no cooling air is added in
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The 535 is controlling the flow of material through
a continuous weigh scale by varying the speed of
an auger. The material continuously weighed will be
blended with a product being continuously weighed
through a continuous mixer. The controller will be
asked to control the material flow through it’s scale
based on the Percentage Required of the Total Mix
and the Flow Rate of the Total Mix. In this particular
application, .3% Fiber will be added to Hot Asphalt
Mix. The Asphalt Mix Rate may vary from 150 to 500
Ton Per Hour .
To configure the controller unique to this application,
the following parameters are required to be set as
such:
•

REMOTE SETPOINT Type 4-20 ma from Plant Rate
Output is enabled to recognized the Plant TPH.

•

PV TYPE 4-20 ma from the Flow Scale is enabled.

•

CONTACT 1 shall force the 535 to Manual when
Fiber Feeder is shutdown. This allows the control-

ler to remember what speed
Scale Auger is to run at when the Feeder is restarted in Automatic. Consequently, this reduces
a lengthy ramping up time and overshoot when
the process is restarted at a rate the process was
at before shutdown.

•

ANALOG OUTPUT Blend Control Output to control VFD speed.

•

DIGITAL OUTPUT 1 Alarm Relay On to illuminate
Deviation light when Flow Scale Reading is significantly different than Required Setpoint.

•

DIGITAL OUTPUT 2 Alarm Relay On to sound Scale
Being Plugged horn. If the material (fiber) being
weighed plugs up in the scale for some reason,
the auger packs material in and the Flow Scale
Reading begins to increase rapidly. This may have
been caused by the scale being over fed or the
discharge air stream through the blower was not
flowing when material was being fed.

When a Thermocouple Wire PV breaks, The controller
should be programmed so the temperature reading drives up causing any internal high Temperature
alarms to Trip.

In this case, the Flow Scale was transmitting a 4-20
MA signal and Controller knew the signal was bad
and the signal was not a Zero Weight Rate. The 535
was programmed to stop the Scale Auger and display
Lost PV.
Providing a Zero Offsetting 4-20 ma Analog Rate
Signal is more difficult than providing a 0 to 10 volt
DC signal. A Zero Offsetting Current Signal allows us
to know the difference between a lost signal (bad
connection) and the low end of the PV Analog Range
because we are expecting at least a 4ma signal. A 0
(zero) Milliamp signal alarms the 535 Control. Instead
of figuring Zero Weight Rate and raising the Output
Command Signal, the Controller is programmed to
drive the Output closed. 1)The controller knows that
the lost PV signal is not a good signal because the
Controller is receiving 0 Milliamps instead of a current
signal in the range of 4 to 20 Milliamps. 2) In this case,
the Controller is programmed to force the Output
(OUT) to 0% speed and to indicate LOST PV.
An Offsetting Current Signal (4-20 ma) is better than
an Offsetting Voltage Signal (1-5 VDC) since the current flowing from the Current Source has to be the
same current being accounted for when the flow
returns to the Current Source. Current Signals and
Closed Loop Control are better than Voltage Signals
and Open Loop control. When transmitting a Current Signal in a Current Loop, we have assurance
that the Receiver received all the Signal since all the
Signal is being received back at the Current Source.
When a Voltage Signal Transmitter sends a signal to
it’s Receiver, a voltage drop may happen across a bad
connection or break in the wire. The Receiver now
receives bad information of which it knows no difference between good and bad. When this happens in a
Closed Loop Control, the Output will drive to 100%.
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•

When a Closed Loop Control using a 0-10 VDC signal
input loses it’s input, the Controller does not know
the difference between losing it’s PV Input (0 volts
dc) and the Process Variable Instrument (Flow Scale)
reporting a Zero Weight Rate. Therefore, the 535 does
not display Lost PV. Consequently, the 535 Control
Output (OUT) drives it’s Out signal to 100% and may
jam the Scale with Material.
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Normally, the weight
on the weigh pod
scale decreases slowly
as material flows out
of the pod through
the vane feeder.
The control system
adjusts the vane
feeder speed for the
flow rate required.
‘Normally’ means that
the silo is not being
filled while the plant
is running.
Storage silos may need replenishing many times during production. Filling a silo can sometimes take as
long as an hour. An inherent problem in this design
exists that does not allow the weigh pod system to
monitor the flow rate of material out of the pod while
filling the silo.
Tanker operators usually want to empty their vessels as quickly as possible. Therefore, they adjust the
conveying pressure as high as possible. Normally,
the weigh pod is vented to atmosphere through the
baghouse. This does not happen with the high air volumes used to pneumatically convey the material into
the silo. The resulting back pressure is now fed back
through the vent pipe, causing the weigh pod scale
to increase significantly. Consequently, a smooth and
accurate flow rate is no longer being indicated. While
in production, the depleting weigh pod scale reading of 425 could jump up 200 -300 lbs as soon as the
tanker’s discharge air begins to pressurize the silo.
The automatic controls are being confused by the
787lbs now being displayed and are probably feeding material to the plant at the wrong rate. The only
alternative the operator has is to place the controls in
manual and estimate the correct vane feeder speed,
hoping that the density remains constant and that
bridging does not happen while the silo is being
filled.
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A simple fix may be possible regarding pod venting when using a discharge auger(not Pneumatic
Conveying). The silo pod on the far right is venting
into the silo when the pod could be vented into the
discharge auger. No back pressure is felt in the weigh
pod during silo filling when venting into the discharge auger. There is no significant amount of material in the vented air to affect the amount of material
being added to the mix.

Pneumatic conveying can be difficult. Venting is extremely important and hard to maintain. The empty
pockets of compressed air returning into the silo of
material will create larger bubbles of air as compared
to an auger discharge. These bubbles of air change
material density and flow ability.

Weigh Pod Daily Checks

The Milltronics Brand Flow Scale on the right works
as follows: The material flows through the feed throat
impacting the bottom portion of the plate. The plate
is supported by a rod attached to the plate. The other
end of the rod passes through bearing supports to an
LVDT (position sensor). As the material impacts the
plate, the rod rotates the LVDT and position sensing
signal change is transmitted to the Rate Indicator.

Before Start up with empty hopper, Zero Flow
Rate.

•

Add test weights, one at a time and insure scale
indicator reads correctly. 1)Before starting blower
to fill silo and 2)when blower is on to fill silo and
3)while

•

filling the silo and 4) with weigh pod not in the
process of depleting… 5)Check and insure the
scale indicator does not change

•

During Production ….Cross Check Flow Rate and
Totalizer with known quantities and volumetric
rates.

•

After each production run (Hot Stop).. Check and
Question Zero Flow Rate.. Check and Question
Totalizer.

Flow Scales Daily Check
•

Before Start up (empty belt, auger, blower hose)..
Zero Totalizer.. Check and Question Zero Flow
Rate.Zero Flow Rate

•

During Production ….Cross Check Flow Rate and
Totalizer with known quantities and volumetric
rates.

•

After each production run (Hot Stop).. Check and
Question Zero Flow Rate.. Check and Question
Totalizer.

The Ez-Flo Scale in bottom center works as follows:
Material rains through a series of baffles attached to
a load cell. As material passes through, the load cell
is stressed and results in a changing signal to the rate
indicator. This scale has no moving parts and is only
10” tall.

The Flow Scale pictured is weighing fiber into the mix
at .3% of the Plant Rate of 100 tph. The fiber comes
in bales and the holding hopper has serrated augers
that tear the bales into small pieces the size of cottage cheese. The fiber in this condition weighs about
1 to 2lbs/cubic foot. Except for the load cell size, the
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The patented Ez-Flo Scale above works as follows:
The plate (84) is suspended from a hinge (86). Material (66) flows down the feed throat (46) impacting
the plate. The plate is forced away from the flow
against the Load Cell Rod (94). The force is measured
by a load cell (68) and converted into a rate signal.
The Flow Scale discharges the material as soon as it
receives it consequently a) it can be relatively small in
size when compared to weigh pods b)venting is not
required c) it only needs one load cell.

•
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same scale works for cement at 100 lbs/ cubic foot,
hydrated lime at 30 lbs/ cubic foot ,or baghouse dust
weighing between 60 and 90 lbs/ cubic foot. Material
flows down the feed throat and impacts the plate.
The plate is suspended and hinged on the knife edge
above. The low hysteresis (mechanical resistance) of
this hinge allows virtually all the impact of the fiber
to be felt by the load cell. After being weighed, the
fiber is being conveyed away at the suction side of a
blower.

A Mix Quality Problem can be caused by a plugged
Air Lock Vent Line as shown in these four pictures.
1. The flow scale system initially worked very well
weighing and delivering material to the air lockpneumatic conveying system.
2. Sometimes air locks are vented to silos or baghouses, or in this case temporarily to atmosphere.
Either way, the vented material and air flow away
from the flow scale which is important to the
operation of the flow scale.
3. The Vent Line plugged up and no longer discharges the air and material through the Vent.
The contaminated air has no where to go but up
the Flow Scale Material Discharge Hose and into
the Flow Scale.
4. The contaminated air now discharges from the
scale body into the Load Cell Box and out to
atmosphere. Material builds up on the Flow Scale
mounting platform below. The material piles
up into the Load Cell Box and into the Load Cell
Pinch Point. The same amount of process material
that was flowing through the Flow Scale can no
longer compress the Load Cell as much. The Flow
Scale is now out of calibration. Consequently, the
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signal to the controller goes down and the controller increases the flow from the silo to satisfy
it’s set point. The process material being added
to the mix is now excessive and bad mix is being
produced.

Silo Weigh Depletion Control
Silo Depletion(on load cells)
Measuring the flow of a material by measuring
the depleting weight the material in a silo plus the
weight of the silo itself is not a prudent method to
determine flow rate. First, the silo can not be filled
when attempting to acquire a good flow rate signal.
The unknown weight of material added while trying
to determine the unknown depletion weight makes
it impossible to determine the unknown depletion
weight while filling the silo. The plant either has to be
stopped or the flow rate has to be assumed while the
silo is being filled.
Secondly, in the time it takes to determine the flow
rate, the flow rate can often change. This means the
determined flow rate can be incorrect. This is especially true when flow rates become erratic because of
bridging of partial or complete material over the cone
discharge.
The flow rate of a plant may be 300 TPH and hydrated
lime may be specified to be added at 1% at 3 ton per
hour or 100 lbs/minute. The silo scale may have a 20
lb resolution. The silo with material may weigh 30,000
lbs. A flow rate may be derived when documenting
the scale weight difference over a 6 minute duration.
If flow is steady, a flow rate can be determined . This
rate has a built in error in it besides any scale error.
If the weigh depletion determined was 600 lbs, the
scale reads in increments of 20 lbs. Was the reading
just toggling from 580 to 600 or 600 to 620. This is a
built in plus or minus error on top of the scale error. If
this test was performed in 3 minutes, the error would
be plus or minus 3%.
Thirdly, all of this is a manual weight determination
and manual flow rate speed adjustment. It is most
impractical for the plant operator to be monitoring
and adjusting flow continuously during production.
Using this method is only one step above using a
vane feeder as a flow rate indicator.
Silo Depletion Daily Check
Before silo depletion is in progress or Before filling 1)
Document the scale indicator weight.. 2) Document
silo weight after filling 3) Cross Check with truck scale.

During Production ….1) Continuously perform Cross
Check Flow Rates by 2) timing 6 minute intervals with
depleting silo weights and 3)adjust discharge flow
rate accordingly.

software. Quality is assured when the rate signal from
this flow scale is provided to the close loop controller
which continuously adjusts it’s corresponding feeder
belt speed to maintain setpoint.
The flow scale pictured above is weighing shingles
into a batching process. As the flow rate of shingles
change, so does the pressure change against the
Load Cell. The impact plate is suspended on a very
low hysteresis hinge.

Another way to way to weigh the material may be to
weigh the material as it falls from the feeder belt. The
flow scale on the first bin does not require a gravity
take up, tachometer or require string lining the weigh
idlers in tight spots or special subtraction-control

You have learned that instrumentation normally
works great. Instrumentation fails to work correctly
when operated incorrectly, poorly maintained, improperly calibrated, improperly applied or the instrument just plain experiences component failure.
When operating systems that use scales and meters,
the operator must continuously check the operation
and be aware of what this instrumentation should be
reading.
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Without any control modification to this bin system,
this obvious choice is not what it seems when mix
quality is considered. Quality control requires measurement. Closed loop control requires a measuring
device for that material. Weighing shingles at the
flow rates they are normally delivered at is required.
Placing a belt scale under the bin may be a good idea;
but many collector belts do not have gravity take ups.
It may be difficult to install a scale under an existing
feeder. If shingles are being layered on the collector
belt with a material from a bin upstream from it, then
software to subtract the Feeder Scale from the Rap
Scale will have to be incorporated. The accuracies
tend to get loose because each scale has it’s own accuracy and those 2 accuracy bands have to be added
to one another to consider the worst case accuracy
band conditions.

The angle of the plate and the flow path between the
feeder belt head pulley and the plate can be changed
by adjusting the Load Cell Plate Support Rod (threaded rod with red rubber tip) and by repositioning the
Plate Suspension Assembly Positioning Bolts near the
top of the scale.

Scales and Meters: Summary

The aggregate in cold feed bins is rather uniform in
density all the time. The aggregate in cold feed bins
flows quite easily, usually without any mechanical
stimulation.
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One revolution of the cold feed bin may yield 1,000
pounds of aggregate every time if the bin is not
bridging, plugging up, or running empty. If the bin
does run empty, it does not take long for the loader
operator to visually notice or the bin flow sensor to
sense the difference. The success of the cold feed bin
and the vane feeder as reliable volumetric feeders
differs sharply.
Regarding Volumetric Vane feeders when used to
measure flow rate or as a totalizing weighing instrument:
The purpose of this device is only to control the flow
of the material. The vane feeder was never considered
to be a dependable continuous weighing instrument.
The owners and users of these vane feeders were
led to believe they are acceptable weight measuring
devices.
Vane feeders are inaccurate weight measuring devices because they are non-linear in relationship to
speed and are affected by extreme swings in material
density. Material density will change due to changes
in aeration, changes in vane feeder speed, changes
in the time material has to settle after being filled,
whether the silo is near empty or full, and whether
the silo is being filled or not.

The vane feeder as a measuring device is unacceptable for 3 reasons.
1. Material flow ability does not remain constant.
2. When flow ability remains constant temporarily
and speed is changed, the flow rate is not proportional.
3. sWhen speed is changed, the air introduced into
the silo changes, which changes the flow ability
and density of the material.
Some of the industry is lulled into the myth that everything will remain constant. And when everything
remains constant temporarily and speed is changed,
the flow rate is not proportional.

Vane feeders are much like cold feed bins in that they
both are volumetric feeders. That is where the similarity ends.
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Material being measured varies in density and flow
ability depending on aeration, compaction and
bridging characteristics; consequently making measurement and control difficult. This problem makes
volumetric control unacceptable and gravimetric
control a necessity. Just because one knows vane
feeder speed does not mean one knows the amount
of material being introduced into the mix.
Cold feed bins do not have these problems.

Digital Force Sensors and Applications
Div Harish
Loadstar Sensors
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Introducing StockVUE: A Weight-Based
Inventory Management System
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Use of Fiber-Optic Technology to Identify
Railcar Wheel Impacts
Joel Kindt
TTCI
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Attendees, Spring 2015

Meeting and Technical Conference
William Barbera

Edward Luthy

Steven Beitzel

Ervin Marshall

Steve Bloemker

Mark McCombs

Wayne Bridger

Kevin McFadden

Systems Associates, Inc.
Systems Associates Inc.
Canadian National Railway, US
Control Systems Pty. Ltd.

Norman Brucker

Shenck Process
BNSF Railroad

Vishay Transducers

Mettler-Toledo, LLC

William Murphy

Precision Measurement Stand.

Rice Lake Weighing Systems

O. G. Buchhorn

Dennis Myers

A‐1 Scale Service
Schenck Process

Robert Feezor

Scale Consulting & Testing

Dennis Fox

Central Illinois scale Co.

Eric Golden

Mike Powers

Central Illinois Scale

Joe Price

Fairbanks Scales

Bill Ripka

Thermo Scientific

Steve Shelton

Cardinal Scale Mfg. Co.

Scale Systems, Inc.

Shawn Good

Robin Shepherdson

Rail Scale, Inc.

Joe Grell

Scale‐Tron, Inc.

John Simpson

Rice Lake Weighing Systems

SPS Solutions, LLC

Clark Guenther

Damon Smith

Kevin Harless

Troy Swedlund

Union Pacific Railroad
Norfolk Southern

Marcus Harwitz
USDA, GIPSA, FGIS

Jon Heinlein

CSX

Rail Scale, Inc.

Jay Visco

Coti Global Sensors

Aaron Voreis

Transcell Technology, Inc.

Weight and Test Solutions

John Holleman

Michael Wilkinson

Systems Associates, Inc.

Rafael Jimenez
TTCI ‐ AAR

Avi Lahav
Flintec

Ed Lazo

Union Pacific Railroad
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Hayden Cornish

Rail Scale, Inc.

Fairbanks Scales

George Williamson

Greenville Scale Company

Gary Young

OV Scale and Instruments

Brad Young

OV Scale and Instruments

Mark Lichwa

OV Scale and Instruments
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Attendees, Fall 2015

Meeting and Technical Conference
William Barbera

Systems Associates, Inc

Steven Beitzel

Rafael Jimenez

Systems Associates Inc

Steve Bloemker

Tom Luke

Fairbanks Scale

Eric Boggs

Edward Luthy

Keith Branson

Kevin McFadden

Canadian National Railway, US

Tim Broemmer

Avery Weigh-Tronix

Norman Brucker
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TTCI - AAR

Canadian National Railway, US
Mettler-Toledo, LLC

Precision Measurement Stand.

Hayden Cornish
Schenck Process

Robert Feezor

Scale Consulting & Testing

Dennis Fox

Schenck Process

Mettler-Toledo, LLC

William Murphy

Rice Lake Weighing Systems

Jim Norvid

Rice lake Weighing Systems

Mike Powers

Central Illinois Scale

Joe Price

Fairbanks Scales

Bill Ripka

Central Illinois Scale Co.

Thermo Scientific

John Fowler

Robin Shepherdson

Brad Fryburger

Damon Smith

David Gogolin

Troy Swedlund

Retired

Rail Weigh, Inc

Norfolk Southern Corp.

Eric Golden

Cardinal Scale Mfg. Co.

Shawn Good
Rail Scale, Inc.

Joe Grell

Rice Lake Weighing Systems

Marcus Harwitz
USDA, GIPSA, FGIS

Jon Heinlein

Transcell Technology, Inc.
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John Holleman

Systems Associates Inc

Scale-Tron, Inc.
CSX

Rail Scale, Inc.

Jay Visco

Vishay Transducers

Brad Young

OV Scale & Instruments

Gary Young

OV Scale & Instruments

NISA Sponsors
Thanks for your help

After our technical presentations, NISA publishes a Technical Journal containing the subject matter presented
at the sessions. NISA is dedicated to providing this Technical Journal as a reference for each of our members.
As you can imagine, the cost of producing, printing and distributing these publications is quite high, and without outside support, woul result in increased dues for our members.
We asked sponsors to help offset the costs of this NISA publication and the hospitality suites at our Conferences. We thank those listed on the following pages for their support.
We will continue to print extra Technical Journals so they will be available to new members to purchase as the
years go on. We hope that you have enjoyed this publication. If you would like to acquire previous editions,
please contact us.

D&G Scale
Nevada
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We would like to thank those who supported the Technical Publication and hospitality suites, and would ask
any of you who wish to support future Technical Conferences and Publications to contact John Fowler, Secretary/Treasurer, NISA, 1071 Nunnery Lane, Nashville, TN 37221.

D&G Scale
Utah
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ISO Registered Company

Mettler-Toledo, LLC
1900 Polaris Parkway
Columbus, Ohio 43240

Phone: (800) 523-5123
Email: indinfo@mt.com

Fax: (614) 438-4518
www.mt.com

RCSchoppert
Associates, Inc.
Rail Weigh
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Systems
Associates, Inc.
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Call for Papers

T

he National Industrial Scale Association (NISA), which provides a
mechanism for exchange of technical information and applications of industrial weighing, invites you to present a paper for our 2016
Spring and Fall Technical Conferences.
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Topics can include truck scales, railroad track scales, tank and hopper
scales, belt scales and other peripheral equipment involved in the process of industrial weighing.
NISA offers you an opportunity to present your information to movers
and shakers in utilities, railroads and mining, as well as other end-users
who are interested in heavy capacity scales. Your presentation will also
be included in our 2016 Technical Publication.
If you would like the participate in these conferences, contact our Program Chairman, Hayden Cornish:

hcornish@schenckprocess.com
Hayden Cornish
Schenck Process
114 Stewart Avenue
Hamilton South
New South Wales 2303
Australia
Tel +61408406977
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NISA 2016 Officers

President
Joe Grell

Program Chairman
Hayden Cornish

Rice Lake Weighing Systems

Schenck Process

Vice President
Robin Shepherdson

Secretary/Treasurer
John Fowler

Scale-Tron, Inc.

Retired
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Past President
Bill Ripka
Thermo-Fisher Scientific

2015 Officers and Directors from, left to right: John Fowler, Dave Gogolin, Joe Grell, Kevin McFadden, Bill Ripka,
Dennis Fox, Norm Brucker and Robin Shepherdson

NISA 2016 Directors
Norman Brucker - 2016
Consultant

Dave Gogolin - 2019
Superintendent

Precision Measurement Standards Inc.

Norfolk Southern Railway

Dennis Fox - 2017
VP, Sales and Operations

Vacant
(To be announced)

Central Illinois Scale
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Joe Grell, right, presents a plaque of appreciation to outgoing Director, Dennis Fox

Kenneth Ramsburg of the Maryland Department of Weights and Measures, at the Spring meeting

Participants at the NISA Fall meeting
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1017 Nunnery Lane, Nashville, TN 37221

